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Semiconductor Lasers

In this laboration you will become familiar with the properties of
semiconductor lasers and their use in absorption spectroscopy.

1. Introduction

Semiconductor diodes and lasers are nowadays widely used in communication, electronic

equipment, e.g. in CD-players, in traffic lights, in spectroscopy research and so on.

2. General principles

Lasers in general can be classified in several categories:

• Gas lasers

• Dye lasers

• Solid state lasers

• Chemical lasers

• Free-electron lasers

Semiconductor lasers fall in the category of solid state lasers. They are most notably

characterized by their small size (linear dimensions of less than 1 mm), high efficiency (often

in the order of 90 %) and low price (often less than 10 % of the price of other laser types).

Some semiconductor lasers can be run in single mode with small linewidths and they can be

modulated easily. Semiconductor lasers also have some drawbacks, for instance they are

found most often in the near infrared and infrared spectral regions, their tunability is limited

and they cannot be easily run in pulsed mode. These drawbacks can be addressed in different

ways, however.
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The semiconductor lasers get their input power from an electrical current passed through the

device. Semiconductor lasers are normally constructed from several different semiconductor

materials, such as gallium arsenide (GaAs), indium phosphide (InP), gallium phosphide

(GaP), gallium aluminium arsenide (GaAlAs) or lead salts. The emission wavelength of the

laser depends on the particular semiconductor used, as well as on the doping characteristics

and design. In general, lasers with GaAs and GaAlAs will work in the near infrared region,

InGaAsP in the 1300 nm - 1500 nm range and AlGaInP in the red between 630 nm and 800

nm. Other visible wavelengths can be obtained using GaN, GaP or SiC-based semiconductors.

Lead salts work between 3 µm and 25 µm, but they have a drawback of mostly having to be

cooled to very low temperatures for operation.

The first semiconductor lasers were made from chips of gallium arsenide (Fig. 1). The

gallium arsenide material was grown so that a p-n junction (a diode) was formed inside the

crystal. The injection current was supplied through a metallic contact on the top of the crystal,

with the base in contact with metal. Smooth end faces acted as mirrors to provide enough

optical feedback for laser action. In these early lasers very high injection currents had to be

used, and the beam and spectral characteristics of the laser radiation were poor. Also, the

lasers had to be operated at very low temperatures. With the advent of modern processing

technology, these drawbacks have been greatly reduced. Today's semiconductor lasers can be

run at room temperature, they can be made spectrally pure, and their beam characteristics

have been greatly improved.
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The light generation in semiconductor lasers can be understood by examining the energy level

diagram of a p-n junction (Fig. 2). Two semiconductor layers with opposite doping are grown

in contact with each other. The n-doped side has an excess number of holes. The doping

levels are typically 1018/cm3 and assure that the Fermi level, shown as the dotted line in Fig.

2a, lies within the upper level or conduction band on the n-doped side and the lower level or

valence band lies on the p-doped side. In thermal equilibrium, the electrons and holes cannot

recombine, due to the potential barrier. However, if a forward potential Vfb is applied, the

potential barrier is lowered. If the forward potential is increased to a level where the product

e·Vfb approaches the band gap energy Ebg, then both electrons and holes are injected in the

active region, whereby a population inversion is created. This is a necessary condition for

lasing. The gain inside a semiconductor laser can approach 100, which means that lasing can

easily occur even with low reflectivities of the end facets.
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The semiconductor laser described above is a so-called homostructure laser. With the use of

heterostructure design, for instance gallium arsenide combined with aluminum gallium

arsenide, better beam confinement (and thus beam quality) is obtained through a combination

of different refractive indices. Heterostructure lasers can be constructed as sandwiches

(double heterostructure laser) by inserting a low band gap p-type semiconductor between two

high band gap semiconductors of p- and n-types, respectively (Fig. 3).
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The laser user in the laboration (RLT7605MG) is a GaAlAs laser of index guided type (Fig

4). The data sheet can be found in the Appendix. The laser system consists of a laser

controller (LDC 500), a temperature controller (TEC 2000) and a laser mount (TCLDM9).

The data sheets of the system are found in the Appendix. The RLT7605MG is a single mode

laser, operating near 760 nm in the red spectral region. It has a line width in the MHz region,

which means that it can be used in spectroscopic applications. Although it is only a 5 mW

laser, and although the beam does not look very bright, the intensity is approximately fivefold,

as compared to an ordinary He-Ne laser. This is due to the low response of human eye at 760

nm, which is near the seeing limit (intense light at up to 830 nm is still visible and has a deep

red color). The laser should be used with care, and exposure to the human eye should be

avoided.
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In this laboration several tasks will be performed, for instance:

Recording of the tuning curve of the laser (temperature - wavelength dependence). Using

either a Mechelle 900, Mechelle 7500 spectrometer, or a BOMEM DA3.002 Fourier

transform interferometer, depending on the availability of these instruments. The tuning curve

will tell us where the mode hops are located, which will allow us to use the laser for the

recording of some individual lines in the oxygen absorption spectrum. A complete spectrum,

recorded with a BOMEM DA3.002 instrument is shown in the Appendix, together with a

corresponding line list.

In the optical setup, the ellipticity of the diode laser beam sometimes poses problems. Ideally,

one would like to have a gaussian beam, to be focused on small detector areas. A compromise

consists of the use of an anamorphic prism pair (Fig. 5), which will expand the beam laterally

in one direction, but will leave the direction perpendicular to it unaffected. This will ideally

give a circular beam, provided that the excentricity of the ellipse is not too great at the input.

In the case of RLT7605MG, the anamorhic prism pair gives a noticeable improvement in the

beam quality, although the end result is not entirely circular.

Fig. 5. An anamorphic prism pair, used in order to convert elliptic beams to circular ones.
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As is known from elementary laser optics, an expanded beam has a substantially smaller

divergence than an unexpanded one, which means that it can be arranged for longer path

lengths, which is substantial for the detection of low concentration impurities. In our case, the

molecule to be studied is oxygen, which means that long path lengths are not necessarily

needed. Expanding a beam also decreases the local intensity, which means that saturation

problems can be avoided more easily.

The optical setup is simple. The laser beam is passed through the anamorphic prism pair, sent

to a mirror and reflected back to a photodiode (FDS100). The active area of the photodiode is

rather large (13 mm2). It is nevertheless necessary to use a lens in front of the photodiode in

order to get an adequate signal.  The data sheet of FDS100 is found in the Appendix. The

photodiode is connected to an oscilloscope for direct monitoring of the signal, and the laser

diode controller is modulated with a triangular signal (input on the back side of  LDC 500).

The molecular transition to be studied is the forbidden X3Σg
- → b1Σg+ transition of O2 near

762 nm. It is a so-called magnetic dipole transition, much weaker than electric dipole

transitions. Furthermore, it is an intercombination (triplet-singlet) transition, which makes it

even weaker. The 20 per cent concentration of oxygen in air only gives rise to a linear

absorption of about 10 per cent for an absorption path of 5 m.

Tasks during the laboration:

1. Recording of the temperature-wavelength curve, using thermistor data in the Appendix

together with BOMEM DA3.002, Mechelle 900 or Mechelle 7500.

2. Recording and identification of oxygen absorption lines, including determination of linear

absorption as well as linewidth (in wavenumbers). For the determination of the linewidth,

the injection current-wavelength dependence has to be measured for the relevant region

between two mode hops.

3. Comparison with the measured linewidth with the expected doppler width, calculated

using the expression  δν0 = 7.16 ·10-7·ν0·sqrt(T/M), where T is the temperature in Kelvin,

M is the molecular mass in a.m.u. units, and ν0 is the transition wavenumber. Are there

other broadening mechanisms?
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APPENDIX
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            Line list of the X3Σg
- → b1Σg+ transition of O2

    Wavelength/nm    Wavenumber/cm-1   Intensity

      759.3670         13165.239          1098
      759.3988         13164.686          1289
      759.4508         13163.786          1609
      759.4983         13162.963          1206
      759.5255         13162.492          2731
      759.5765         13161.607          1608
      759.6221         13160.817          3482
      759.6494         13160.344          2220
      759.7431         13158.721          6096
      759.8645         13156.619          4377
      759.8840         13156.281          6228
      760.0055         13154.179          5592
      760.0489         13153.428          7208
      760.1692         13151.346          6561
      760.2357         13150.195          8404
      760.3548         13148.135          7566
      760.4447         13146.581          9758
      760.5627         13144.541          7859
      760.6760         13142.583          9110
      760.7928         13140.566          7822
      760.9294         13138.206          8594
      761.0445         13136.219          7218
      761.2055         13133.442          6298
      761.3183         13131.496          4715
      761.5053         13128.272          3842
      761.6138         13126.401          1850
      762.0989         13118.046          3406
      762.3281         13114.101          4140
      762.4493         13112.017          5742
      762.7045         13107.629          6290
      762.8216         13105.617          8050
      763.1009         13100.821          7468
      763.2158         13098.848          8504
      763.5185         13093.655          7512
      763.6319         13091.710          8775
      763.9578         13086.126          7422
      764.0701         13084.202          7952
      764.4192         13078.227          5985
      764.5303         13076.327          7065
      764.9026         13069.961          5105
      765.0126         13068.082          5257
      765.4083         13061.327          3666
      765.5174         13059.466          3900
      765.9362         13052.324          2925
      766.0446         13050.477          2841
      766.4869         13042.947          2036
      766.5941         13041.123          1916
      767.0602         13033.200          1429
      767.1662         13031.397          1325
      767.6562         13023.080           811
      767.7616         13021.293           876
      768.3798         13010.817           712
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